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Letter from Leadership

Letter from
Leadership
Introduction from Ash Carter

“History has shown that technological
progress cannot be stopped,
but it can and shouldbe shaped to
protect public values.”

W

e have a unique opportunity to correct the course
of technology. From investigations into competition practices to legislative scrutiny over the safety

of new products, technology is caught in a crisis of reputation.
Innovators are facing a reckoning for their seeming absence of
principles. While modern technology has moved rapidly, values
such as privacy, security, inclusion, transparency, and accountability have been often overlooked.

My initiative, the Technology and Public Purpose Project, launched
the Tech Spotlight to celebrate projects and initiatives that minimize
the harms of modern technology and offer solutions to its short-

8
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Letter from Leadership

comings. We want to recognize examples that

systems with new products and services. Their

protect our societal values and foster a broader

promises, however, often led to the deterioration

tech culture that embraces responsibility for its

of workers’ rights, community access, and indi-

inventions.

vidual privacy. The consistency and pervasiveness of these issues over the next decade became

For decades, leading voices in industry and gov-

a testament to a growing cultural problem.

ernment had subscribed to a prevailing ethos:
techno-optimism. According to this notion,

It would be a profound mistake, though, to car-

technological progress would ineluctably benefit

icature the tech industry as amoral or tech poli-

humanity. In 1996, John Perry Barlow published

cymakers in government as ignorant. There has

“A Declaration of the Independence of Cyber-

always been an active community of individuals

space,” which proclaimed the coming of “a civi-

and organizations striving to make technolog-

lization of the Mind in Cyberspace. More humane

ical advances more inclusive, safer, and fairer.

and fair than the world [your] governments have

To encourage this mission, we need to shine a spot-

made before.” That same year, AI theorist Eliezer

light on the many efforts that have been designed

Yudkowsky wrote: “Our sole responsibility is to

to address the dilemmas of technological change.

produce something smarter than we are; any
problems beyond that are not ours to solve.”

History has shown that technological prog-

Newfound access, connectivity, and freedom of

ress cannot be stopped, but it can and should be

expression were not only viewed as profoundly

shaped to protect public values. If we truly be-

transformative, but inherently good.

lieve in the power of technology, it’s time to lead
by example

But there were many harbingers of today’s
techlash—and signs that tools designed to bring
us together could actually tear us apart. Ten
years ago, companies rushed to ‘disrupt’ archaic

10
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About the
Tech Spotlight

SELECTION PROCESS
Nominations for the Tech Spotlight were open
in Fall 2019. All qualifying submissions were
researched and verified by the TAPP research
team including desk research and phone interviews.Each submission was then scored according to the following criteria:

A

round the world, individuals, groups,
and organizations are striving to
make advances in technology more

inclusive, safer, and fairer. When the development and deployment of technology is grounded
in the greater good of humanity, these efforts—
which are often ignored in news headlines—

The Tech Spotlight recognizes products and initiatives that demonstrate a commitment to public
purpose in the areas of digital, biotech, and future of work. Through a nomination process, independent reviewers have evaluated entries based
on their proven ability to minimize technological
harms and protect public purpose values including:

should be acknowledged and encouraged.

We envision a future in which technology is
transformative, but not at the expense of our
values and social cohesion. By highlighting examples that protect our societal values, we hope
to foster a broader tech culture that embraces re-

• Alignment: Minimizes technological harms
and protects public purpose values, including
privacy, safety and security, transparency and
accountability, and inclusion.

• Impact: Clear demonstration of impact, scalability, and geographic scope through specific, measurable examples.

• Privacy
• Safety and Security
• Transparency and Accountability
• Inclusion

• Innovativeness: Novelty of strategy or approach and responsiveness to current issues.

The top 20% of submissions were considered
finalists and moved to the next round for re-

sponsibility for its inventions and actively works

viewer evaluation. Reviewers evaluated nomi-

to secure the foundational values of society.

nations relevant to their areas of expertise and
provided additional context or comments that
the research team may have missed. The list of

Eligibility Requirements

nominations approved by reviewers were pre-

• Nominations were accepted for projects and intiatives

sented Tech Spotlight Selection Committee in

• Must demonstrate a commitment to reduce societal harms and protect public purpose

early 2020 to select the top finalists

• Must have a connection to digital technology, biotech, or future of work

12
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About the Tech Spotlight

Tech Spotlight Recipients
AI Model Cards
Google

Spotlight
Thorn

Stem Cell-Based Clinical Trial Practical Advice
ISSCR - International Society for Stem Cell Research
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Cyber Civil Rights Initiative

Data Detox Kit
Tactical Tech

Digital Citizenship
Common Sense Education

EthicalOS
Omidyar Network, Institute for the Future & Juggernaut
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Human Genome Editing Initiative
National Academy of Sciences
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Harvard Law School - Petrie-Flom Center

Privacy Project
New York Times
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Project Include
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Case Studies – Al Models Cards | Google

AI Model Cards
Google

AI Model Cards are technical documents with
transparent reporting of AI model provenance,
usage, performance metrics, and ethics-informed
evaluation for specific machine learning models.
THE CHALLENGE

Mountain View, CA

OVERVIEW
AI transparency is an emerging field in machine learning that aims to open up the black
box nature of AI systems. This area inspects and
communicates the steps and models involved
in making algorithmic decisions.1 For ethical,
legal and business reasons, stakeholders--including data scientists, engineers, and business

16

users--need to understand what their AI system is deciding, the machine learning (ML) algorithms behind it, what assumptions it relies
on, and potential implications of each assumption. While the field is nascent, Google has undertaken the Model Cards initiative to address
and improve industry-wide AI transparency.

Trained machine learning models are increas-

texts for which they are not well-suited, before

ingly used to perform high impact tasks such as

the ML model is deployed. Specifically, the team

determining crime recidivism rates and predicting

proposed a framework for ‘model cards’ to en-

health risks. Researchers have discovered system-

courage data scientists and other audiences/con-

atic biases in commercial machine learning mod-

sumers to proactively read and understand pos-

els used for face detection and tracking, attribute

sible outcomes and implications of using specific

detection, criminal justice, and other applications.

models. Model cards are short documents ac-

However, these systematic errors were only ex-

companying trained machine learning models

posed after models were put into use, and nega-

that provide details and results related to a vari-

tively affected users reported their experiences.2

ety of conditional tests. These tests may relate to
cultural, demographic, or phenotypic subgroups

Subsequently, a 2019 paper by Google research-

(e.g., race, geographic location, sex, Fitzpatrick

ers recommended an intervention that would

skin tone) and intersectional subgroups (e.g., age

clarify the intended use cases of machine learn-

and race, or sex and Fitzpatrick skin tone) that

ing models and minimize their usage in con-

are relevant to the intended application domains.

17
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IMPACT & FUTURE PLANS
Transparency in AI should be a common good.
That’s why model cards aren’t intended to be a
Google product, but a shared, evolving framework shaped by a range of voices. This includes
users, developers, civil society stakeholders,

Many mature industries have developed standardized methods of benchmarking various systems

and companies across the industry, as well as

under different conditions...By contrast, despite

collaborations with organizations like Partner-

the broad reach and impact of machine learning
models, there are no standardized formats to

ship on AI and their ABOUT ML Project.

report the results of [ML] tests2.

Model cards have received significant attention from researchers, policymakers, and
the media alike. These institutions include
OpenAI, Salesforce, Intel, HSBC and govern-

ABOUT THE INTERVENTION

ment agencies including the US Department

”Model cards” use a standardized format for

The answers to these questions--envisioned by

of Defense’s Joint Artificial Intelligence Cen-

describing the essential facts about a machine

model cards--have the potential to help inves-

ter and the National Institute of Health. Most

learning model including its capabilities, lim-

tigate issues like unfair bias. For instance, does

recently, Partnership on AI and OpenAI de-

itations, performance metrics, and even ethi-

a model perform consistently across a diverse

cided to apply Model Cards approach to their

cal considerations. One of a model card’s most

range of people, or does it vary in unintended

frameworks and systems, respectively.

important functions is drawing boundaries

ways as characteristics like skin color or region

around a model’s capabilities and limitations.

change? Model cards can bring clarity to import-

As the framework is in early stages of develop-

How can model developers find these bound-

ant disparities, encouraging developers to con-

ment and adoption, future plans include: re-

aries in a reliable, systematic way? A model’s

sider their impact on a diverse range of people

fining and scaling the model cards frameworks,

performance can be measured in countless

from the start of their model’s development pro-

easing the creation flow for Model Cards, and

ways, but which are most relevant and useful?

cess and keep these impacts in mind throughout.

partnering

with

organizational

leadership

Likewise, which of a model’s potential limita-

within Google and externally to drive broad-

tions are most useful to quantify?

scale creation and adoption of Model Cards

___________
1 Ron Schmelzer, Understanding Explainable AI (Forbes, July 2019)
2 Margaret Mitchell, Simone Wu, Andrew Zaldivar, Parker Barnes, Lucy Vasserman, Ben Hutchinson, Elena Spitzer, Inioluwa Deborah Raji, and
Timnit Gebru. Model Cards for Model Reporting. Proceedings of the Conference on Fairness, Accountability, and Transparency, 2019 (FAT* ‘19).

18
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Case Studies – Spotlight | Thorn

Spotlight
Thorn

Spotlight is a machine learning tool used by
law enforcement to find child sex trafficking
victims faster.
San Francisco, CA

OVERVIEW
Technology has made it easier to harm today’s
children. Children’s online sexual abuse and
online sex trafficking are bigger problems than

Over 150,000 escort ads are
posted every day, among them are
children who are bought and sold
online for sex.

ever before -- challenges too great to tackle

With the help of Spotlight, law enforcement is identifying 10 kids per day on average
and those who use Spotlight daily see over 60% in time savings.

remove, and report child sexual abuse material

reported to the National Center for Missing and

on their platforms. One of these tools is Spot-

Exploited Children -- an increase of 10,000%

light, which helps law enforcement across the

since 2004. And today, 75% of victims of child

United States and Canada find traffickers and

sex trafficking were sold online. There is ev-

children being trafficked. By using machine

idence that the most vulnerable children are

learning to analyze escort ads where children

most at risk, including those who are home-

are being sold, elevating the most likely vic-

less, LGBTQ, African-American or Latino, or in

tims, it reduces the time necessary to identify

the foster care system.

children being trafficked from weeks to days.
More than 200,000 escort ads are posted online

THE CHALLENGE

every day, and somewhere in that pile of data are

The expanding reach of the Internet has in-

children. That’s a massive amount of data for law

without scalable technology. Nonprofit Thorn is

Thorn builds software to help law enforcement

creased the spread of child sexual abuse ma-

enforcement to sift through to find children and

on a mission to deliver tools to better identify

and the private sector tackle child sexual abuse,

terial and made it easier for child sex traffick-

identify their traffickers. This market became

victims and connect them with resources, deter

connecting data globally to speed the process of

ers to access customers. In 2018, more than 45

more fragmented after the passage of US legis-

predatory behavior, and disrupt environments

identifying victims, and supporting small and

million images and videos of suspected child

lation Fight Online Sex Trafficking Act (FOSTA) /

where abuse takes place.

medium sized companies to quickly identify,

sexual abuse material (child pornography) were

Stop Enabling Sex Traffickers Act (SESTA).

20
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Case Studies – Spotlight | Thorn

IMPACT & FUTURE PLANS
Spotlight is used by more than 2,000 agencies in all 50 US states and Canada, as well as
federal agencies, including the FBI and DHS.
Thorn reports that it has helped in identifying 14,874 child sex trafficking victims in the
past four years. Officers who use Spotlight
weekly report time savings of over 60% in
identifying a child victim.
Empowering law enforcement to

Beyond Spotlight, Thorn’s products are used

collaborate across jurisdictions
is a key to success in identifying

in 55 countries to help identify children fea-

victims who are moved frequently.

tured in child sexual abuse images and prevent the upload and hosting of child sexual
abuse images. Thorn’s product Safer, used by
companies like Slack, Flickr, and Imgur, has
scanned more than 1.2 billion images since

ABOUT THE INTERVENTION

launching in beta in Jaunary 2019 and has

Spotlight aims to minimize the amount of a

being generated daily. As trafficking does not

prevented the upload and sharing of more

time a child is in their trafficking situation

respect a county, city, or state jurisdiction, it

than 65,000 known images of child sexual

by leveraging the best technology to support

can be difficult for an investigator to get an

abuse imagery in the last year. Thorn plans to

law enforcement investigations. It does this

accurate understanding of the trafficking sit-

continue to improve detection of known and

by addressing two gaps in child sex traffick-

uation of a potential victim. Spotlight is able

unknown abuse material, with the ultimate

ing investigations: proactive identification of

to provide information for the whole country,

goal of eliminating online child sexual abuse

underage victims and cross-jurisdiction col-

which allows an investigator to see if a likely

material; dismantling the communities that

laboration. By leveraging the data built into

victim is moving through multiple states and

enable this abuse; and finding child victims

Spotlight over time, Spotlight elevates the

coordinate an appropriate action plan for re-

faster. Thorn believes in a world where every

most likely child victims out of the sea of data

covering them.

child can be safe, curious, and happy

22
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Case Studies – Stem Cell-Based Clinical Trial Practical Advice for Physicians and Review Boards

Stem Cell-Based
Clinical Trial Practical
Advice for Physicians
and Review Boards
International Society for Stem Cell Research

Stem Cell Based Clinical Trials: Practical Advice for Physicians and
Ethics / Institutional Review Boards gives clinicians and institutional
review boards essential background and fundamental questions to ask
when designing or reviewing early phase, cell-based clinical trials.
Skokie, Illinois

Stem cell-derived cellular interventions require a
unique set of considerations that differ from those
used to assess pharmacological drugs.

THE CHALLENGE
Because stem cells can give rise to all the cell

that the potential therapy will be safe, effec-

types of the adult body, stem cell therapies

tive, and meet patient needs. The risk of poor-

have the potential to repair or rebuild failing

ly designed or ineffective trials, or of testing

organs or networks of cells that can restore

unsafe interventions, could put patients at risk

and prolong human health. As translational

and undermine the progress of the entire field..

research projects mature, the number of clin-

OVERVIEW

ical trials using stem cell-derived approaches

It became clear that many physicians and eth-

is increasing worldwide.

ics / institutional review boards had little in-

Stem cell biology is developing rapidly, as are

tical questions to evaluate early stage, first-

the number of clinical trials in the regenerative

in-human stem cell-based clinical approaches

In this therapeutic area, national and inter-

make critical assessments about stem cell-

medicine space that leverage cellular therapies.

in order to protect patients while supporting

national guidelines and standards are still de-

based clinical trials. Because, stem cell-derived

This growth created a compelling need for in-

robust research. The questions and criteria are

veloping, therefore each stakeholder has a re-

cellular interventions require a unique set of

formation to assess the science and safety of

designed to assist in the assessment of a pro-

sponsibility to rigorously assess these trials to

considerations that differ from those used to

these approaches. Stem Cell Based Clinical Tri-

posed stem cell trial to ensure it is based on

ensure that they are well-designed and based

evaluate pharmacological drugs, it is essential

als: Practical Advice for Physicians and Ethics

strong and rational preclinical evidence, and is

on strong and rational preclinical evidence.

that physicians who run them, and the ethics /

/ Institutional Review Boards offers physicians

reasonably expected to be safe, effective, and

Further, stakeholders, such as physicians and

institutional review boards that approve them,

and institutional review boards a set of prac-

meet patient needs.

institutional review boards, must determine

know the appropriate questions to ask.

24

dependent guidance in this emerging field to

25
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Stem Cell Based Clinical Trials: Practical Advice
for Physicians and Ethics / Institutional Review
Boards,” a report released by the International
Society for Stem Cell Research

ABOUT THE INTERVENTION

IMPACT & FUTURE PLANS

The ISSCR’s Stem Cell-Based Clinical Trials:

The ISSCR’s Stem Cell-Based Clinical Trials

Practical Advice for Physicians and Ethics/Institu-

guide is available as a free download to any-

tional Review Committees addresses the knowl-

one, though is designed specifically for prac-

edge gap generated by rapid growth in the

ticing physicians who are conducting clinical

regenerative medicine field, by offering guid-

trials and for research institutions

ance on how to assess stem cell-based clinical
trials. It establishes a series of questions and
criteria to determine whether a particular early-phase cell-based clinical trial is based on
strong and rational preclinical evidence and
is reasonably expected to meet patient needs
and to be safe and effective, regardless of disease area or approach. The resource was developed by practicing physician-scientists and
stem cell professionals on the ISSCR’s Clinical
Translation Committee.

26
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AI Fairness 360
IBM
AIF360 is an open-source toolkit to check for,
understand, and mitigate unwanted bias in
datasets and machine learning models.
Yorktown Heights, NY; Bengaluru, India;
New Delhi, India; and Cambridge, MA

OVERVIEW

The AIF360 toolkit allows industry practitioners to mitigate bias throughout the AI lifecycle.

THE CHALLENGE

ABOUT THE INTERVENTION

Machine learning models are ubiquitously driv-

The AI Fairness 360 Python package is a compre-

ing high-stakes political, social, and economic

hensive set of metrics and algorithms to test for

decisions such as credit, employment, school

and mitigate biases. Overall, AIF360 contains 70+

admissions, and parole. They have potential

fairness metrics and 11 state-of-the-art bias mit-

to cause objectionable discrimination when

igation algorithms developed by IBM and the wid-

a decision places certain privileged groups at

er research community. The toolkit also includes

Today, AI systems are increasingly used by

mitigate unwanted bias in datasets and machine

systematic advantage and certain unprivileged

interactive demonstrations which introduce key

governments and businesses to make decisions

learning models. It was designed with exten-

groups at systematic disadvantage. Bias can

machine learning concepts and capabilities as well

that impact the lives of millions. These systems

sibility in mind and encourages open-source

enter an AI system due to technical and design

as tutorials and other notebooks to offer deeper,

are only as fair and just as the data put into

contribution of metrics, explainers, and bias

decisions, through the training data set, or due

data scientist-oriented introductions.

them, therefore it is critical for practitioners to

mitigation algorithms from members of the

to pre-existing cultural, social, or institutional

develop and train systems with minimal un-

public. Along with its companion the Adversar-

context in which the AI is deployed.

wanted bias and to develop algorithms that can

ial Robustness 360 Toolbox, AI Explainability

be reasonably explained.

360 Toolkit, and AI Factsheets effort, the goal

Therefore, to create a future in which AI-auto-

gation, as opposed to simply focusing on met-

of this initiative is to engender trust in AI and

mated and AI-induced bias, injustice, and in-

rics. It is relevant to all industries ranging from

make the world more equitable for all.

equity is minimized, the public needs resources

healthcare to government to financial services

to help us identify and mitigate bias.

and offers an API for developers to access.

The AI Fairness 360 Toolkit was developed by
IBM Research to check for, understand, and

28

AIF360 is different from currently available
open source efforts due its focus on bias miti-
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IMPACT & FUTURE PLANS
Since its launch, AIF360 has risen to be the
top package on Github related to AI fairness.
Its widespread adoption can be attributed to
a global, comprehensive outreach and scaling
strategy. AIF360 has an online Slack community, GitHub community, and has been presented at a series of international conferences.

Due to the success of AIF360, IBM has released
three similar developer toolkits: AI Explainability 360 (AIX360), Adversarial Robustness
360 Toolbox (ART), and AI Factsheets.

The toolkit can be used during three different phases of the data science lifecycle: training data, algorithms, and predictions.

Future plans include the continued development
and scaling of similar solutions in collaboration

The toolkit has been designed to be used by

Based on the three areas of intervention,

with peers in industry, academia, government,

a data scientist or developer, when they are

AIF360’s three algorithm categories are re-

and civil society, such as those who participate

tasked to create an AI model, to ensure that

spectively known as pre-processing, in-pro-

in the Partnership on AI’s ABOUT ML Initiative

no bias is present during any phase of model

cessing, and post-processing algorithms. Users

development.

Specifically, the toolkit can be

can decide which category to use based on their

used during three different phases of the data

ability to intervene at different parts of a ma-

science lifecycle. It can be used to analyze and

chine learning pipeline. AIF360 recommends

mitigate biases in the training data, then it can

targeting the earliest mediation category in the

be used to analyze and mitigate biases in the

pipeline that a user has permission and ability

algorithms that create the machine learning

to correct because it enables greatest opportu-

model and finally, it can be used to analyze and

nity to correct upstream bias in an AI system.2

mitigate predictions that are made by the model during time of deployment.1

___________
1 Alex Jones, IBM Watson OpenScale and AI Fairness 360: Two new AI analysis tools that work great together (Medium Blog, May 2019)
2 IBM AI Fairness 360 Resources - Guidance

30
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Case Studies – CCRI Victim Services | Cyber Civil Rights Initiative

is nonconsensual pornography (NCP). With
the click of a mouse, a bitter ex or opportunistic hacker can upload compromising photos

CCRI Victim Services

or videos of a victim to public websites. These
sexually explicit images are often sent to the

Cyber Civil Rights Initiative

victim’s family members, friends, co-workers,
classmates, colleagues, and employers. Victims
are routinely threatened, stalked, and tor-

Cyber Civil Rights Initiative is a non-profit
organization whose mission is to combat online
abuses that threaten civil rights and civil liberties.

tribuion of private, sexually graphic imagery
without consent. The consequences of this abuse
can include depression, post-traumatic stress,
harassment, stalking, threats of sexual assault,
and further repercussions in their personal and
professional lives.1 Finding relief, however, can
be a challenging and lonely endeavor given the
technological aspects of the problem, nascent legal protections, and the taboos associated with
coming forward.

32

mented. They have difficulty finding work and
often get fired from or are forced to leave their
current jobs or schools because of the severity
of the harassment. Some victims of nonconsensual pornography have even died by suicide.

Cyber Civil Rights Initiative to serve victims

OVERVIEW
monly known as “revenge porn,” is the dis-

to ensure the protection of civil rights and civil liberties for all.

In August 2013, Dr. Holly Jacobs launched

Coral Gables, FL

Nonconsensual pornography (NCP), also com-

CCRI’s vision is a world in which law, policy and technology align

One-in-eight American social
media users have been targets of
nonconsensual pornography (NCP).
Women are 1.7 times
as likely to have been targets
of NCP compared to men.

around the world and advocate for technologi-

In 2013, law, technology, and policy protec-

cal, social, and legal innovation to fight online

tions for victims were virtually nonexistent.

abuse. CCRI provides victim services such as

Only three states had criminal laws address-

a 24-hour Crisis Helpline, an online content

ing this abuse, and while civil remedies were

removal guide, referrals to pro bono lawyers,

possible in theory, the expense of litigation,

and model statutes.

difficulty identifying perpetrators, and the low
probability of collecting judgments severe-

THE CHALLENGE

ly limited the usefulness of this approach.2

One in eight American adult social media users

Major technology companies, whose services

has been targeted with the unauthorized distri-

were used to distribute and promote the ex-

bution of private, sexually explicit imagery. The

ploitation of private material, had failed to

term “revenge porn,” though frequently used,

adopt policies to prevent or address this form

is misleading, as many perpetrators are not

of abuse. Victims were routinely blamed and

motivated by revenge or by any personal feel-

shamed for their own exploitation by media

ings toward the victim. The more accurate term

outlets and in public discourse.

33
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Since 2013, CCRI has helped
pass legislation prohibiting
non-consensual pornography

The CCRI team is active in furthering opportu-

2015, when Google, Facebook, Twitter, Micro-

nities for students and universities to engage

soft, and many others banned NCP from their

in this subject matter. CCRI was instrumental

platforms and services. CCRI continues to col-

in the founding of New York Law School’s Cy-

laborate with many of these companies to de-

berharassment Legal Clinic at the Tyler Clem-

velop effective reporting and content removal

enti Institute for CyberSafety, and launched a

policies, and provides a comprehensive image

successful law practicum at the University of

removal guide for victims on its website.

Miami School of Law.

In order to prevent NCP from happening to oth-

in more than 43 states.

ABOUT THE INTERVENTION
Cyber Civil Rights Initiative works to protect

For victims seeking legal counsel, CCRI has built

NCP victims on several fronts.

out a network of over 75 legal professionals on
three continents offering assistance on a pro or

The CCRI Crisis Helpline, launched in Octo-

low bono basis, and partnered with K&L Gates

ber 2014, has served over 7,000 victims of

to launch the Cyber Civil Rights Legal Project to

nonconsensual pornography (NCP), record-

provide pro bono legal assistance. CCRI Advisory

ed sexual assault (RSA), and sextortion. The

Committee member Carrie Goldberg handles an

Helpline remains the only such resource in

impressive caseload as one of the only lawyers

the United States dedicated specifically to this

in the country expertly versed in the emerging

subject area. The CCRI Crisis Helpline pro-

legal field where digital privacy law intersects

vides information, guidance related to image

with harassment and abuse.

ers in the future, CCRI supports the implementa-

IMPACT & FUTURE PLANS

tion of laws that define and protect against NCP

CCRI’s victim services, legislative efforts, re-

while respecting freedom of speech. Mary Anne

search, and advocacy have helped to advance this

Franks, a law professor at the University of Mi-

issue on a personal, state, and federal level. In

ami and CCRI’s legislative powerhouse, drafted

only a few short few years, CCRI has transformed

model state legislation that has served as the

the social, technological, and legislative landsape

template for multiple state laws and for a com-

of nonconsensual pornography and established

prehensive federal bill introduced in Congress in

an effective, multi-pronged strategy to protect

2019. In 2013, when CCRI began its work, only

civil rights and liberties online. CCRI is com-

three states had laws addressing this abuse. To-

mitted to continuing its efforts on this issue, as

day, forty-six states, the District of Columbia,

well as to expanding its strategy to address other

and the territory of Guam have passed legislation

forms of technology-facilitated abuse

prohibiting non-consensual pornography.3

___________

documentation and takedown, referrals to
attorneys, and emotional support to victims

CCRI contributed extensively to the wave of

of NCP, RSA, and sextortion.

policy reform on the issue of nonconsensual

34

pornography that swept the tech industry in

1 Danielle Keats Citron & Mary Anne Franks, Criminalizing Revenge Porn, 49 WAKE FOREST L. REV. 345, 347 (2014).
2 Id. at Danielle Keats Citron & Mary Anne Franks, Criminalizing Revenge Porn, 49 WAKE FOREST L. REV. 345, 350–54 (2014)
3 Deanna Paul, “Is revenge porn protected speech? Lawyers weigh in, and hope for a Supreme Court ruling,” Washington Post. December 26, 2019.
https://www.washingtonpost.com/nation/2019/12/26/is-revenge-porn-protected-speech-supreme-court-may-soon-weigh/
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Case Studies – Data Detox Kit | Tactical Tech

The problem lies in what’s happening with
your data. Taken together over time, intimate digital patterns emerge: your habits,
movements, relationships, preferences, beliefs, and secrets are revealed to those who

Data Detox Kit

analyze and profit from them, like businesses and data brokers. By updating the settings

Tactical Tech

and permissions in apps, smartphones, and
online accounts, you can take informed steps
to control your data traces.
The Data Detox Kit (datadetoxkit.org) has helped audiences

The Data Detox Kit is a guide, created by Tactical
Tech, to help users take control of their digital
privacy, security, and wellbeing in ways that feel
right for them.
Berlin, Germany

worldwide take control of their digital lives, protect themselves
online, and spread the lessons learned in their communities.

If the internet were just a place for sharing picThe Data Detox Kit offers recommendations on

tures of dogs wearing dinosaur costumes, there

everyday steps that you can take to protect your

wouldn’t be much need for passwords. But the

digital privacy, security, and wellbeing. The us-

internet is also where you pay your bills, refill

er-friendly advice ranges from suggesting alter-

your prescriptions, and register to vote. When

native apps for better privacy and autonomy to

you think about all of your “virtual valuables”

password protection advice. Altogether, the guide

that are shared over the internet – and stored

allows individual users to adjust their digital be-

on your devices – why wouldn’t you keep them
as secure as your wallet or keys?

OVERVIEW

revealed to the public. In the face of all this

haviors and encourages educators to incorporate

The Data Detox Kit was born from the reali-

negativity, the question we were most often

these materials into their training modules.

zation of how overwhelmed many people feel

asked was: ‘What can I do?’.

by issues of data privacy, digital security, and
wellbeing. The most prevalent tone surrounding digital tech in the news today is a negative
one, centered around fear-mongering, which
leaves people feeling helpless and hopeless.
Every few weeks, a new data breach or report
of previously unknown tracking capabilities are

36

The Data Detox Kit brings a new
narrative, a new approach: by giving
people actionable tips and tricks,
breaking down the issues, and
allowing people the freedom to decide
what is important to them.

Security

There’s one simple way to make it harder for

THE CHALLENGE

others to access your virtual valuables: don’t

Privacy

make it easy for them to guess your passwords.

If you think about what your data tells others

Most people don’t need specialized technical

about you, it may not seem like a big deal: who

skills to get into your accounts – they can do it

cares if you’re a fan of country music, like to

just by making a few guesses at your passwords

buy more shoes than you need, or start plan-

or running an automated program. And once

ning your next vacation a year in advance?

they’re able to get into one account, they can
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Case Studies – Data Detox Kit | Tactical Tech

ABOUT THE INTERVENTION

IMPACT & FUTURE PLANS

The Data Detox Kit allows you to limit your reliance on inva-

The Data Detox Kit was launched in 2018 as a

Since its launch, the Data Detox Kit has reached

sive products while limiting their consumption of your data.

public education campaign about digital tech

approximately 1.5 million people around the

issues that are becoming ubiquitous for users

world, through events, the distribution of

of all ages. The Tactical Tech team has primar-

printed kits, and a dedicated website. It has

try that compromised password on other ac-

It starts with knowing that the irresistible pull

ily coordinated with educators and librarians to

been translated into 10 languages, with another

counts, gather information about you and your

toward your tech isn’t your fault! Believe it or

distribute and localize materials, as well as run

seven languages in the pipeline for 2020.

habits, and take over accounts or even your

not, your favorite apps and websites are de-

interactive workshops.

digital identity. By learning about what makes

signed so that every feature, color and sound

a strong password, and how to use the available

has been ‘optimized’ to keep you hooked, sold

The Data Detox Kit has been the primary give-

Detox Kit workshops globally, including Brazil,

tools like password managers to support digital

and coming back for more.

away in the Glass Room exhibition (www.the-

Ghana, Mexico, Egypt, and all across Europe. In

glassroom.org), which has taken place over 150

2020, Tactical Tech will continue to reach new

Apps and websites are also designed to lead

times throughout more than 40 countries in

audiences in more remote regions and under-

you to where they think you ought to go. But-

five continents.

served communities by continuing to increase

security, you will be well on their way to using
technology more safely and confidently.

Over the past year, there have been 100 Data

Wellbeing

tons keep an emphasis on confirmation (click

accessibility to this project through multimedia

When was the last time you “unplugged” and

“yes”) and texts are written in ways that are all

and more specialized content.

didn’t touch technology for a day, or even just

too convincing. Even the media is increasingly

an hour? If you’re constantly online, you’re

designed to grab your attention through sen-

The reach and influence of the Data Detox Kit

not alone. The average person taps, clicks and

sationalist headlines and angles. The first step

workshops has been furthered by features in Teen

swipes on their phone over 2,600 times each

towards a more balanced online life is a clearer

Vogue, the BBC, Forbes, and other global me-

day. If you’re doing anything that often, you

understanding of persuasive designs and dif-

dia like the Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung, The

want to feel like it’s worth it. How can you make

ferent forms of misinformation.

Times of India, El Pais, and community outlets

sure that time on your device is quality time?

38

like the Fabulous Woman Network in Ghana
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Case Studies – Digital Citizenship | Common Sense Education

Digital Citizenship
Common Sense Education

Digital Citizenship is a K-12 digital educational
curriculum that empowers the next generation
of digital citizens.
San Francisco, CA

OVERVIEW
As schools integrate technology, and students of
all ages spend more time online, families and educators face mounting challenges related to students’ online safety, privacy, and literacy. Students
may encounter abuse or misinformation online;

In 2015, American teenagers
averaged nearly nine hours of
entertainment media every day.
Children ages 8-12 consumed an
average of almost six hours.

The Digital Citizenship curriculum helps educators and families develop key digital competencies and understanding in K-12 students.

Digital Citizenship caters to US students of all

including TV, computer, tablet, and mobile

ages. It has been designed and tested for K-12

phone use. Children ages 8-12 consumed an

classrooms across the US, and provided at no

average of almost six hours of media en-

cost to schools. Originally launched in 2010, the

tertainment daily. 1 95 percent of teenagers

curriculum has kept pace with shifting chal-

have their own mobile devices, and 45 per-

lenges in the dynamic technology landscape: in

cent say they’re online “almost constantly.” 2

August 2019, it was overhauled to include news

During that time online, children and teens

and media literacy, healthy media balance and

face increasingly complex digital dilemmas,

well-being, and hate speech materials. Today,

including how to balance media use and

almost a million educators in all 50 states are

mental health, managing relationships, nav-

using Digital Citizenship resources.

igating misinformation, sharing personal in-

they may also engage in online communication or

formation, and more.

behavior without understanding the related risk.

THE CHALLENGE

Digital Citizenship is designed to give educators

Digital media is increasingly ubiquitous in

Making good decisions requires not just digital

the tools that they need to keep kids safe online,

the lives of young people. In 2015, American

competency, but also what educators call “dis-

including lessons, family engagement resources,

teenagers (ages 13-18) averaged nearly nine

positions,” or tendencies that guide thought and

and online training for teachers.

hours of entertainment media use every day,

behavior. For instance, students need skills to

40
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Case Studies – Digital Citizenship | Common Sense Education

IMPACT & FUTURE PLANS
The Digital Citizenship curriculum is currently used by 875,000 educators across all 50 US
states, reaching 75,000 US schools in total. In
a survey of educators using the materials, 98
percent said that the Digital Citizenship Curriculum helped them to feel confident in teaching
digital citizenship to their students. 97 percent
agreed that their students learned digital citizenship skills.

Children have a critical need in
learning how to manage mental
health, form online relationships,
and navigate misinformation as part

In 2020, Common Sense Education will con-

of their entertainment media use.

tinue to develop the curriculum, adding new
“quick” activities for educators with time

identify phishing and clickbait, but should also

the content is adopted for the maturity of the

be able to consider possible outcomes before

student audience.

sharing a photo or replying to a comment online.

The program is designed to work across communities and contexts. The curriculum can be taught in

ABOUT THE INTERVENTION

many different ways, including in elective classes

Digital Citizenship aims to build critical digi-

or incorporated into subject area classes such as

tal skills and dispositions, giving students the

Civics, English Language, or Social Studies. Edu-

skills they need to succeed as digital learners,

cators from different roles and training can teach

leaders, and citizens of tomorrow. The curricu-

the curriculum, and it is designed to be taught in

lum includes 73 lesson plans and 32 videos that

both high and low-tech contexts. Materials are

address six topics: media balance and wellbe-

available in Spanish and English. Common Sense

ing; privacy and security; digital footprint and

Education also believes in a “whole-community”

identity; relationships and communication;

approach, in which families are also engaged in

cyberbullying; digital drama and hate speech;

digital learning, so the curriculum also includes

and news and media literacy. Each lesson in-

family engagement materials.

corporates real-world digital dilemmas, and

42

constraints or for non-traditional class settings such as after school programs. The organization will also launch a Digital Citizenship Implementation Guide for schools and
districts, which will include implementation
models, case studies from school districts,
and planning templates for education leaders
interested in integrating digital citizenship in
their schools

___________
1 Rideout, V. (2015). The Common Sense census: Media use by tweens and teens. Retrieved from Common Sense Media website: https://www.com2

monsensemedia.org/sites/default/files/uploads/research/census_researchre port.pdf
James, C., Weinstein, E., & Mendoza, K. (2019). Teaching digital citizens in today’s world: Research and insights behind the Common Sense K–12
Digital Citizenship Curriculum. San Francisco, CA: Common Sense Media.
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Case Studies – Ethical OS Toolkit | Institute for the Future, Omidyar Network, and Juggernaut

It took Facebook ten years to go from one user
to one billion users; ten years for Bitcoin to go
from being a hypothetical idea discussed in a
scientific article to having a $151 billion market

Ethical OS Toolkit

capitalization; ten years for Uber to go from its
first driver to its IPO amid global disruption of

Institute for the Future, Omidyar Network, and Juggernaut

work norms and transportation; and ten years
for the launch of the Civil Rights movement for
racial justice in the United States to go from its

The Ethical Operating System (Ethical OS) is a
practical framework designed to help makers
of tech, whether product managers, engineers,
and others, consider and anticipate risks and
future scenarios.

The EthicalOS aims to shift the technology industry’s focus to carefully considered risk avoidance rather than frantically applied risk
mitigation.

first march to passage of national Civil Rights
legislation. The goal of Ethical OS goal is to start
assessing, publicly and collaboratively, new
technologies and technology-related policies at
the beginning of these ten-year runways, rather
than at the end, as is often the case now, when a

Palo Alto, CA and
Redwood City, CA

technology or movement has already been fully
scaled and achieved “liftoff.”

THE CHALLENGE
OVERVIEW

extraordinary

The challenge, however, is that making ethical

pressure to become better ethical actors. No-

decisions about the technology you build or de-

body wants to find out what the next ver-

cide to use means you have to essentially be able

sion of “fake news” or “propaganda bots” or

to predict the future. How do you know what

“smartphone addiction” will be. We’ve had

the right, more ethical action is? You have to

enough unpleasant surprises. The general

anticipate the long-term consequences of your

more impactful innovation. All while striving

public, government regulators, investors and

choices. Otherwise, you’re guessing blindly. Is

to minimize technical and reputational risks.

people who work in tech companies all want

this good for humanity? Is this good for soci-

This toolkit can help inform your design pro-

to feel more hopeful that we can identify and

ety? You can’t answer those questions if you’re

cess today and manage risks around existing

prevent big risks to truth, democracy, pri-

not thinking like a futurist.

technologies in the future. Ethical OS is freely

vacy, security and mental health before they

shareable with a creative commons license.

catch us collectively off guard again.

The Ethical Operating System can help makers of tech, product managers, engineers, and
others get out in front of problems before they
happen. It’s been designed to facilitate better
product development, faster deployment, and

44

Tech

The ten-year runway is the amount
of time we typically see massive
disruption of technological
ecosystems and social norms.

companies

are

under
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Case Studies – Ethical OS Toolkit | Institute for the Future, Omidyar Network, and Juggernaut

Addiction, and Hateful and Criminal Actors.

IMPACT & FUTURE PLANS

The checklist encourages companies to consid-

Omidyar Network and Juggernaut (a move-

er all 21 questions, even if they don’t initially

ment building agency) are responding to the

seem relevant. The tool should help you uncov-

recognized need for an accessible toolkit that

er surprising risks. For example, if your com-

gives tech workers—from product managers

pany is a drone tech company, you are probably

and engineers to designers and founders—a

already thinking about risks in the areas of pri-

clear, accessible resource to steward respon-

vacy and weaponization. But what about long-

sible tech by sparking dialogue and tackling

term impacts of living in a society where drones

ethical risk zones. The Ethical Explorer Pack

are ubiquitous? Are you specifically concerned

will be launching in 2020 at ethicalexplorer.

about state surveillance and potential authori-

org. Juggernaut will be publishing a LinkedIn

tarian uses? If not, please spend time with Risk

Learning Course for makers and consumers

Zone 5: Surveillance State.

of technology this spring and holds advisory
workshops for venture portfolio companies

The third tool, Future-Proofing Strategies,

on a regular basis - having now trained over

is about figuring out how tech companies,

200 companies around the world in how to ap-

investors, governments, and the public can

ply the checklist to their products.

work together to make a better tech future.

ABOUT THE INTERVENTION

For example, one strategy introduces the idea

At the Institute for Future, the team has recog-

The Ethical OS is an “early warning system”

problems they might accidentally create. It is

of Ethical Bounty Hunters: What if tech com-

nized a need for Ethical OS to be further adapt-

for long-term ethical risks and unintentional

important to correct for this bias with scenar-

panies paid “bounties” to outside individ-

ed and developed for the civic sector, to help

social harms of emerging technologies.

ios that push people to use not just their pos-

uals to identify the potential social risks of

elected officials and policy makers get ahead

itive imagination, but their shadow imagina-

new services and technologies? Hackers are

of the next wave of risks, recently completing

The first tool, the 14 Risky Future scenarios are

tion as well. Looking at a range of scenarios is

currently rewarded for alerting companies to

trainings for U.S mayors, the California state

a way to help crack open and expand people’s

a good way to stretch that imagination.

security flaws. Ethical bounties could scru-

legislature and more. IFTF has already launched

tinize different areas like “mental health im-

public training for the Ethical OS on the online

imaginations. They give specific examples of
technologies that are already becoming more

The second tool, the Risk Mitigation checklist,

pact,” “risks to democracy,” and “structural

learning platform Coursera, making the toolkit

advanced and more widespread. Most creators

invites tech companies to scan a series of 21

racism, sexism, or other inequality.” There

a centerpiece of the five-course series on Fu-

in tech, from start-up founders to investors

questions designed to uncover potential risks

could be an annual ethical hacking conven-

tures Thinking with more than 10,000 individ-

to engineers, tend to focus on the problems

of social harms across eight risk zones, from

tion on the scale of the enormously influen-

uals trained worldwide

they’ve been trying to solve, rather than new

Truth and Propaganda, to Algorithmic Biases,

tial hacker convention Def Con.
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Case Studies – Gender Shades | Algorithmic Justice League

Gender Shades
Algorithmic Justice League
Gender Shades indicates that 3 large tech
companies showed large gaps in identifying

Gender Shades highlights the disparities in
facial recognition software for gender and race.
Cambridge, MA

OVERVIEW
Gender Shades is a research project that evalu-

117 million Americans are in facial
image databases used by law
enforcement.

ates the accuracy of AI powered gender classifi-

darker skinned women.

THE CHALLENGE

The challenge, however, is that making eth-

Machine learning algorithms now determine

ical decisions about the technology you build

who is fired, hired, promoted, granted a loan

or decide to use means you have to essentially

or insurance, and even how long someone

be able to predict the future. How do you know

spends in prison.1,2 However, these same algo-

what the right, more ethical action is? You

rithms can discriminate based on classes like

have to anticipate the long-term consequenc-

gender and race. As the use of facial recogni-

es of your choices. Otherwise, you’re guessing

tion software continues to grow, biased algo-

blindly. Is this good for humanity? Is this good

rithms can increasingly harm people’s lives. A

for society? You can’t answer those questions

yearlong research investigation across 100 po-

if you’re not thinking like a futurist.

lice departments revealed that African-American individuals are more likely to be stopped

ABOUT THE INTERVENTION

cation products. The project’s work has demon-

Over the course of their research, the project

by law enforcement and be subjected to face

Gender Shades has demonstrated that the fa-

strated that the facial recognition software of

found that 35 percent of facial recognition er-

recognition searches than individuals of oth-

cial recognition software of IBM, Microsoft, and

IBM, Microsoft, and Face++ systematically fails

rors happen when identifying dark skinned

er ethnicities.3 Gender Shades shows that the

Face++ systematically fails to correctly classify

to identify some of our most vulnerable com-

women, compared to 1 percent for lighter

currently available facial recognition soft-

some of our most vulnerable communities. Gender

munities. Gender Shades worked with these

skinned males. Facial recognition software is

wares are more likely to render false positives

Shades advocated that they change their design ,

companies to build representative databases and

expected to grow 72 percent in hiring and hotels

for darker skinned individuals and for women.

development, and deployment practices and en-

with lawmakers to craft protective policies.

in the next five years.
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Case Studies – Gender Shades | Algorithmic Justice League

Founder Joy Buolamwini tests various facial recognition systems on herself
- the software only detect her when she puts on a white mask.

couraged them to sign the Safe Face Pledge. Gen-

IMPACT & FUTURE PLANS

der Shades also worked with lawmakers to craft

Gender Shades was successful in highlighting

the Congressional Black Caucus to issue a letter

has referred to the work in her requests to the

protective policies. After analyzing results on 1,270

the disparities in facial recognition software

to Amazon to improve its recognition systems.

FBI to investigate facial recognition software.

uniques faces, the Gender Shades authors uncov-

and urging change in the industry. After Gen-

ered severe gender and skin-type bias in gender

der Shades pointed out Microsoft’s 21 percent

The research has also been used as a support

On an individual level, the founders have con-

classification. Gender and skin type skews in ex-

worse error rate for women with darker skin,

tool for legislative and political change. Gender

tinued to push this work forward through

isting datasets led to the creation of a new Pilot

the company recreated its training data and re-

Shades was instrumental in providing quantita-

multiple private and public sector channels.

Parliaments Benchmark, composed of parliamen-

ported a 9x improvement in accuracy for dark-

tive support for two pieces of legislation (the Al-

Both authors of the paper were selected as

tarians from the top three African and top three

er skinned women and 20x for darker skinned

gorithmic Accountability Act and the No Biomet-

part of The Bloomberg 50 in 2018. The 2020

European countries, as ranked by gender parity

men. Moreover, the company has worked with

ric Barriers Act). Lastly, Senator Kamala Harris

Sundance Film Festival will feature a docu-

in their parliaments as of May 2017. The authors

public sector officials to improve the facial rec-

found that facial recognition software mischarac-

ognition industry as well. Gender Shades helped

terizes darker skinned women by a gap of nearly

pass the law in San Francisco that banned fa-

34 percent as compared to lighter skinned men.

cial recognition software and partnered with

mentary film that highlights their work
___________
1 Cathy O’Neil, Weapons of Math Destruction (Crown Publishing, September 2016)
2 Virginia Eubanks, Automating Inequality (St. Martin’s Press, January 2018)
3 Clare Garvie, Alvaro Bedoya, and Jonathan Frankle. The Perpetual Line-Up: Unregulated Police Face Recognition in America (Georgetown Law: Center
on Privacy & Technology, October 2016)
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Case Studies – Human Genome Editing Initiative | National Academy of Sciences and National Academy of Medicine

Human Genome
Editing Initiative
National Academy of Sciences
and National Academy of Medicine

The U.S. National Academy of Sciences and the
U.S. National Academy of Medicine launched
the Human Genome Editing Initiative in 2015
to inform decision-making related to recent
advances in human genome editing research.
Washington, D.C.

OVERVIEW
Genome editing technologies have advanced
rapidly over the past decade. On one hand, these
tools raise the potential to significantly further

Powerful new genome editing
technologies, such as CRISPR-Cas9,
hold great promise for advancing
science and treating disease.

basic science research and treat harmful disease,
but on the other, they also raise ethical dilem-

The objective of the Human Genome Editing

mas, particularly with regard to the question of

Initiative is to convene global stakeholders to

making changes to the human genome that will

deliberate on issues associated with the clinical

be passed onto future generations.

use of human genome editing.

52

THE CHALLENGE

early embryos which were subsequently im-

Over the past decade, genome editing tech-

planted. A resultant pregnancy reportedly re-

nologies such as CRISPR-Cas9 have made

sulted in the birth of twin girls. The scien-

genome editing more efficient, precise, and

tist was condemned by the global scientific

flexible than ever before. These new tech-

community for violating ethical and scientific

nologies have spurred an explosion of in-

norms, but his actions reinforced the need for

terest from around the globe in the possible

a global consensus on a framework for con-

ways in which genome editing can improve

sidering technical, scientific, medical, regu-

human health. At the same time, editing the

latory, and ethical requirements for germline

genome also poses ethical concerns, partic-

genome editing, should society conclude such

ularly because of their potential to be used to

applications are acceptable.

make genetic changes that are passed onto
future generations—germline editing.

ABOUT THE INTERVENTION
The Human Genome Editing Initiative has had

Genome editing became the subject of signif-

two components: (1) periodic convenings of

icant global controversy in 2018 when a sci-

experts from around the world to discuss the

entist from China announced that he had used

scientific, ethical, and governance issues as-

genome editing to make genetic alterations in

sociated with human genome editing research;
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Jennifer A. Doudna (University of California,
Berkeley), Robin Lovell-Badge (The Francis
Crick Institute), Adrian Thrasher (University
College London Institute of Child Health),
Duanqing Pei (Guangzhou Institutes of
Biomedicine and Health, Chinese Academy
of Sciences), and Eric S. Lander (Broad In-

tions about the human application of genome

IMPACT & FUTURE PLANS

editing including: balancing potential benefits

While the organizing committees for the ini-

with unintended risks, governing the use of

tiative’s two summits and the committee au-

genome editing, incorporating societal values

thoring the 2017 consensus report concluded

into clinical applications and policy decisions,

that the scientific understanding and technical

and respecting the inevitable differences across

requirements for clinical application of human

nations and cultures that will shape how and

germline editing remain too uncertain and the

whether to use these new technologies, and

risks too great to permit clinical trials, recent

proposed criteria for heritable genome editing.

developments suggest that it may be time to define a rigorous, responsible translational path-

stitute of Harvard and MIT), Members of the
Organizing Committee for the First Interna-

A second summit was convened by the Acade-

tional Summit on Human Genome Editing.

way toward such trials, if deemed acceptable.

my of Sciences of Hong Kong with the National
Academy of Sciences, the National Academy of

The Human Genome Editing Initiative will

(2) consensus studies on: a) the scientific un-

issued a statement that said that it would be

Medicine, and the UK Royal Society in Decem-

continue to convene activities that engage re-

derpinnings of human genome-editing tech-

irresponsible to proceed with any clinical use

ber 2018 in Hong Kong. At the conclusion of

searchers, clinicians, policymakers, and societ-

nologies and the clinical, ethical, legal, and

of germline genome editing “unless and un-

the summit, the organizing committee issued

ies around the world in discussions of human

social implications of their use and; b) an ap-

til (i) the relevant safety and efficacy issues

a statement that reaffirmed that “the scientific

genome editing to help inform decision-making

propriate framework for scientists, clinicians,

have been resolved, based on appropriate un-

understanding and technical requirements for

about this research and its application. A third

and regulatory authorities to consider when

derstanding and balancing of risks, potential

clinical practice remain too uncertain and the

summit will be held in the UK in 2021

assessing potential clinical applications of hu-

benefits, and alternatives, and (ii) there is

risks too great to permit clinical trials of ger-

man germline genome editing.

broad societal consensus about the appropri-

mline editing.”

ateness of the proposed application.”
The Human Genome Editing Initiative’s inau-

Most recently, the National Academy of Sci-

gural activity was the First International Sum-

With the conclusion of the First International

ences, the National Academy of Medicine, and

mit on Human Genome Editing, held in 2015

Summit on Human Genome Editing, the Na-

the UK Royal Society convened an International

in Washington, DC and co-hosted by the UK’s

tional Academies began a comprehensive study

Commission on the Clinical Use of Human Ger-

Royal Society and Chinese Academy of Scienc-

of the scientific underpinnings of human ge-

mline Genome Editing to develop a framework

es. The summit convened experts globally to

nome editing technologies – including herita-

for scientists, clinicians, and regulatory author-

discuss the scientific, ethical, and governance

ble human genome editing – and the clinical,

ities to consider when assessing potential clin-

issues of human genome editing, and follow-

ethical, legal, and social implications of their

ical applications of genome editing, should so-

ing the conference, the organizing committee

use.

ciety conclude such applications are acceptable.
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The study considered important ques-
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Case Studies – Laboratoria Bootcamp | Laboratoria

Laboratoria Bootcamp
Laboratoria’s vision is for Latin America to have a diverse, inclu-

Laboratoria

sive and competitive digital economy that creates opportunities
for all people.

Laboratoria trains women from
underprivileged backgrounds in Latin America
to become front-end web developers and
UX designers, and connects them with tech
companies seeking talent.
Lima, Peru

OVERVIEW
In Latin America, women remain a minority
in the tech sector. Many women cannot afford
quality higher education and thus are limited to a
future of unemployment or informal work. Laboratoria observed that short of formal education,
women in the region can benefit immeasurably
from programs that equip them with tangible
digital skills and opportunities to participate in
the digital economy.
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4 out of 10 women
in Latin America
lack access to education
or formal jobs.1

Starting as a web development agency in Lima

young women in Latin America are not in

in 2015, Laboratoria offers women in Lat-

education, employment or training - and 76

in America who have lacked access to quality

percent of these are women.

education or jobs an opportunity to develop a
career in tech. In cities in Peru, Chile, Mex-

At the same time, the private sector in the re-

ico and Brazil, Laboratoria trains their stu-

gion is facing a significant talent gap around

dents to become software developers and user

digital skills. According to the Inter-Amer-

experience designers through an immersive

ican Development Bank, software develop-

6-month coding bootcamp. Following this

ment will be the fastest growing career in the

training, graduates are connected with job

next decade, with Latin America needing over

opportunities in the tech sector. Laboratoria’s

1.2 million developers by 2025. The digital

mission is to prepare women and tech compa-

gender gap persists, and is expected to widen

nies for a more diverse, inclusive and compet-

without interventions to include women into

itive digital economy in Latin America.

the digital economy. Laboratoria’s Bootcamp
is one of the very few interventions seeking

THE CHALLENGE

to prepare women for this growing demand.

In Latin America, it is estimated that there
are over 450,000 unfulfilled tech jobs. Young
women are considerably affected. According to a 2017 report by the OECD, 30 million
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Case Studies – Laboratoria Bootcamp | Laboratoria

Laboratoria’s curriculum is designed
to be responsive to market demand
and is constantly evolving. Student
selection is based on learning potential,
as opposed to prior experience.

ABOUT THE INTERVENTION
Laboratoria applies Agile values and principles

that their graduates end up working within an

to the Bootcamp’s education and curriculum,

ecosystem that facilitates their professional de-

with the view of making it more efficient, ac-

velopment and growth. To address this, in the

countable, and preparing students for the con-

last years, they have designed a program guid-

stantly evolving jobs of the digital economy2.

ing companies through the process of cultur-

Bootcamp material and learning objectives are

al transformation that allows them to diversify

constantly being evaluated and improved so that

their teams.

the curriculum is responsive to market demand.
Laboratoria’s business model is such that it
Laboratoria Bootcamps facilitate project-based

only charges students once they have been

learning, allowing women to develop a real port-

placed in companies, making the program both

folio that resembles work experience and thus

accountable and accessible. In addition to tech-

making them competitive in the job market. Fur-

nical skills, Laboratoria prepares women from

thermore, women are selected based on learn-

economically underserved backgrounds by de-

ing potential over prior experience. In the class-

veloping socio-emotional skills required to

room, students study full-time for 6 months,

build a successful career. The program is thus

work in groups, and develop the skill of learning

designed to serve specific needs of low-income

how to learn and becoming life-long learners.

women as they make the transition to formal

Laboratoria also identified a need to help ensure

work environments.
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IMPACT & FUTURE PLANS
Since their bootcamp started, more than 1,500
women have graduated as front-end developers and UX designers. 80 percent of these
graduates have secured jobs in the tech sector and over 400 companies have hired their
graduates. Students have seen a three-fold
increase in their income and enjoy a more diversified social network.

With locations in Peru, Mexico, Chile and Brazil, Laboratoria Bootcamp is expanding to Bogota, Colombia in 2020. Laboratoria’s vision is
for Latin America to have a diverse, inclusive
and competitive digital economy that creates
opportunities for all people
___________
1 https://medium.com/laboratoria/reimagining-job-oriented-education-to-give-youth-the-chance-of-a-better-future-260c63d3b705
2 https://medium.com/laboratoria/the-agile-classroom-embracing-an-agile-mindset-in-education-ae0f19e801f3
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Case Studies – The Perpetual Line-Up | Center on Privacy & Technology at Georgetown Law

The Perpetual Line-Up
Center on Privacy & Technology at Georgetown Law

The Perpetual Line-Up is a groundbreaking
report detailing police use of facial
recognition technology.
Washington, D.C.

No state has passed a law comprehensively regulating police face recognition.

requests to reveal the scale and nature of

edge. While this development can and does

law enforcement’s use of facial recognition

aid in legitimate law enforcement activities,

technologies. By centralizing previously dif-

an absence of oversight opens the possibility

fuse data, systematizing that data in a pow-

for profound abuse.

erful scorecard, and presenting tenable rec-

OVERVIEW
Privacy and civil rights advocates have long
been warning that the rapid development of
facial recognition technologies will lead to the

Law enforcement face recognition
networks include over 117 million
American adults.

technology’s misuse without requisite laws and
oversight mechanisms. Due to the patchwork

That all changed in October of 2016 with the

nature of data on state, local, and federal use of

Georgetown Law Center on Privacy & Tech-

facial recognition technologies, these warnings

nology’s release of “The Perpetual Line-

were previously supported by anecdotal evi-

Up: Unregulated Police Face Recognition

dence or the occasional statistic buried deep in

in America,” a pathbreaking report which

a government report.

leveraged over one hundred public records
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ommendations for a variety of stakeholders,

Compounding this challenge is the decentral-

this report has done much to advance the

ized nature of information about local, state,

nationwide conversation on government use

and federal law enforcement’s use of these

of facial recognition technology.

technologies. A lack of transparency, and in
some cases, a deliberate obscuring of the true

THE CHALLENGE

nature of facial recognition’s role in law en-

Most laws and oversight mechanisms gov-

forcement practices mean that it is difficult for

erning the conduct of law enforcement were

privacy advocates, let alone the average citizen,

designed for an age before facial recogni-

to understand how these technologies impact

tion’s rapid evolution and proliferation. Un-

their communities.

like traditional methods of biometric tracking, such as fingerprint identification, facial
recognition can be utilized automatically
and at scale without the targets’ knowl-
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Case Studies – The Perpetual Line-Up | Center on Privacy & Technology at Georgetown Law

IMPACT & FUTURE PLANS

The report’s “Facial Recognition Scorecard” assesses twenty-five agencies across seven metrics.

ABOUT THE INTERVENTION

ner in which these technologies are currently

By combing through over 15,000 pages of re-

being employed disproportionately impacts

quested public records, interviewing mem-

African-Americans.

bers of industry, bureaucracy, and law enforcement, and surveying a number of state

Beyond simply presenting these statistics with

biometric laws, the authors of the report were

compelling anecdotes, the authors of the re-

able to piece together a comprehensive view of

port created a new risk framework for law en-

the extent and manner of law enforcement’s

forcement use of facial recognition, comparing

use of facial recognition technologies. In ad-

twenty-five local, state, and federal agencies

dition to finding that about half of American

across seven key metrics. These metrics are ac-

adults are in law enforcement facial recog-

companied by recommendations to legislators,

nition networks, the authors discovered that,

law enforcement, federal bureaucrats, members

for the most part, law enforcement’s use of

of industry, and community leaders. Signifi-

these technologies are not guided by internal

cantly, this report includes a piece of model fa-

or external quality checks, audits, or regu-

cial recognition legislation based on meticulous

lations. The report also found that the man-

research and consultation.
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Upon the report’s release, its findings were cov-

In 2017, the report’s piece of model legislation

ered in numerous outlets such as Washington

was put forward in the state of Maryland as

Post, New York Times, and NPR. Public discourse

House Bill 1148, or the “Face Recognition Act.”

surrounding law enforcement’s use of facial

That same year, Vermont’s chapter of the ACLU

recognition technology has been spurred by the

leveraged the report’s findings to successfully

report, with journalists, advocates, and policy-

lobby the state’s Attorney General’s Office to

makers still invoking the report’s key findings

demand local law enforcement discontinue the

and recommendations almost four years after

use of facial recognition on driver’s license pho-

its publication. Significantly, the report com-

tos. In December of 2019, the National Institute

pelled the United States House Oversight Com-

of Standards and Technology (NIST) imple-

mittee to hold a series of hearings on the FBI’s

mented the report’s recommendations, modify-

use of facial recognition at which two of the re-

ing its facial recognition vendor testing regime

port’s authors, Clare Garvie and Alvaro Bedoya,

by adding regular tests for demographic bias.

testified at length.
The report has been followed by a number of
other investigations on the impacts of the widespread use of facial recognition technologies,
and the Center will continue to investigate this
vital issue
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Case Studies – The Project on Precision Medicine, Artificial Intelligence, and the Law (PMAIL)

The Project on Precision
Medicine, Artificial Intelligence, and the Law (PMAIL)

artificial intelligence examine newly available
troves of health data, including genomic sequences, patient clinical care records, and the
results of diagnostic tests to make predictions
and recommendations about care. An algorithm may be “black-box” either because it is

Harvard Law School Petrie-Flom Center for
Health Law Policy, Biotechnology, and Bioethics

based on unknowable machine-learning techniques or because the relationships it draws are
too complex for explicit understanding.

The Project on Precision Medicine, Artificial Intelligence,
and the Law (PMAIL) seeks to better understand the
frontiers of big data and artificial intelligence in health care,
through interdisciplinary analysis of important health law
and policy issues.
Cambridge, MA

OVERVIEW
Machine-learning and artificial intelligence,
combined with large quantities of health data
such as genomic sequences, clinical records, and
diagnostic tests have enabled health technology
to outstrip human understanding. These tools,
called “black-box medicine,” are often based on
algorithms too complex for the healthcare community to understand explicitly. At the same
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time, “black-box medicine” and other health
artificial intelligence (AI) programs offer enormous potential to predict and guide healthcare,
ensuring better patient outcomes.

Black-box precision medicine is an
exciting new frontier in health care
diagnostics, harnessing the power of
big data.

These algorithms, and artificial intelligence
techniques more broadly, represent a point
where health technology may outstrip human understanding. The medical community
is increasingly using very complicated algorithms and cutting edge artificial intelligence
The advent of “black-box medicine” and health

to predict and guide health care, such as rec-

AI, however, has led to the emergence of a nov-

ommending a certain dose of insulin to a di-

el challenge: the question of how to regulate

abetic patient. Some of these new techniques

the field, and how tools should be developed

support innovation and push the boundaries

and implemented to ensure better healthcare

of medicine, but others may be based on er-

outcomes while also taking into account val-

rors and lead to suboptimal care. New legal

ues that protect public purpose, such as safety,

and regulatory tools are needed to understand

transparency, and inclusion.

how this field should be developed, regulated,
and implemented in order to harness the tre-

THE CHALLENGE

mendous possibilities of transforming health

Black-box precision medicine is an exciting

care for the better while reflecting the differ-

new frontier in health care diagnostics, har-

ence between these tools and previous health

nessing the power of big data. In black-box

care diagnostics. PMAIL aims to tackle exactly

medicine, machine-learning algorithms and

those issues and help develop those tools.
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Case Studies – The Project on Precision Medicine, Artificial Intelligence, and the Law (PMAIL)

ABOUT THE INTERVENTION

IMPACT & FUTURE PLANS

PMAIL provides a comparative analysis of the

PMAIL is a thought leader with publications in

law and ethics of black-box precision medi-

JAMA, Nature, and Science raising ethical and

cine, explaining the shortcomings of the cur-

regulatory questions.

Tech Spotlight Casebook Harvard Kennedy School

rent innovation policy landscape in Europe
and the US, and providing a comprehensive

It will continue to host further creative events,

examination of various policy options to bet-

convening groups of people who otherwise

ter harness the potential of black-box med-

would not come together; continue to host

icine. It will be a major initiative, spanning

postdocs and other early career scholars; con-

five years of study.

tinue to collaborate with physicians and scientists to be the “lawyer in the room” (e.g.,

PMAIL seeks to ensure that the boom of AI

AI in hospital surveillance cameras, smart pill

in healthcare is implemented in ethical ways;

adherence). Moreover, PMAIL will publish a

articulate a responsible regulatory regime for

book on the regulation of medical devices (in-

these algorithms; ensure there is inclusion in

cluding the regulation of AI and algorithms as

data sets to ensure that patients historical-

a medical device) by a major academic press

ly disadvantaged are well served by AI outcomes; and considers what informed consent
looks like when using AI to determine care.

PMAIL has hosted major events including a
collaboration on AI and disabilities (with the
Harvard Safra Center, Harvard Project on Disability), which brings together legal scholars,
ethicists, and others, and will host an international regulators’ roundtable to discuss
challenges of regulating AI in healthcare.
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Case Studies – Privacy Project | New York Times

This situation is not helped by the fact that theorizing on data privacy has taken place behind
the tall walls of the university while reporting
on data privacy has largely been confined to descriptive reporting and shallow analysis. While

Privacy Project

individual actors such as Facebook and Twitter
have been prominently criticized for their pri-

New York Times

vacy transgressions, little accessible work has
been done to describe the broader institutional ecosystems that have so profoundly shaped
Since its launch in April 2019, The Privacy Project has published

The Privacy Project is an initiative that
brings together lawmakers, activists, and
technologists to discuss the state of privacy in
the digital age.
New York, NY

over 160 articles, interactives and videos and garnered tens of mil-

modern privacy, whether that be data brokers,

lions of page views.

consumer electronic firms, or data scientists.

ceptional job bringing together a diverse set of

ABOUT THE INTERVENTION

stakeholders to explore questions surrounding

In April 2019, The New York Times launched

privacy in a clear, engaging, and novel fashion.

the Privacy Project, a monthslong project to
explore the technology and where it is taking

OVERVIEW
In just over a decade, digital technologies of great
power and capability have woven themselves into
the fabric of work, recreation, and domestic life.

Ninety Percent of all Data
Has Been Created in the Past
Two Years.

While this development has clearly had its ben-

THE CHALLENGE

us, and to convene debate about how it can

The capabilities and uses of digital technolo-

best help realize human potential. Utilizing

gies is progressing at such a rate that general

its influence and resources, the Times has

understanding of how these systems broad-

brought together lawmakers like Rep. Kevin

ly operate, let alone the complexities of data

McCarthy, academics like Clare Garvie, and

collection and processing, is severely lacking.

activists like Susan Fowler into discussion

Despite the publicity surrounding the Cam-

about critical issues surrounding privacy. In

bridge Analytica Scandal of 2018, a survey

less than a year, the Times has utilized in-

efits, the proliferation of microphones, cameras,

With the Cambridge Analytica Scandal in 2018,

conducted by Pew Research in 2019 found

depth reporting, video investigations, and

and behavior-influencing algorithms has dra-

these questions became even more pressing, and

that seventy-four percent of Facebook us-

interactive articles to cover privacy issues as

matically impacted our traditional conceptions of

privacy entered public discourse with a renewed

ers did not know that the platform classified

diverse as China’s surveillance of the Uighur

privacy, disorienting our traditional bearings of

force and vigor. At this decisive moment of leg-

their interests and traits, and presumably an

Muslims, the status of data privacy legis-

what it means to be private.

islative possibility and social interest, the Privacy

even larger percent of users do not under-

lation in America, and the potential of new

Project by the New York Times has done an ex-

stand why this classification occurs.

“smart toys” to surveil children.
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Case Studies – Privacy Project | New York Times

From the banalities of everyday life to the soaring heights of global politics, the Privacy Project attempts to explore the complexity of the
privacy issue in a holistic fashion.

IMPACT & FUTURE PLANS

As the debate surrounding the adoption of a

Since April 2019, the Privacy Project has garnered

federal digital privacy standard continues in

tens of millions of page views, published over

America, initiatives like the Privacy Project

160 articles, and reached hundreds of thousands

serve the vital role of helping demystify the

of readers through its newsletter. The Privacy

often technical and obscure minutiae of the

Project has received contributions from active

digital ecosystem. Digital technologies and the

legislators, prominent privacy rights activists,

legal frameworks that govern their conduct

and leading technology journalists. Additional-

are of great public interest, and the New York

ly, the Privacy Project was the recipient of the

Times will continue to offer a diverse set of

2019 Online Journalism Award in the category of

insights, explanations, and recommendations

“Online Commentary.”

from a variety of stakeholders
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Case Studies – Startup Include | Project Include

ABOUT THE INTERVENTION
Working with US-based tech companies, mostly in Silicon Valley, and based on actual numbers from Startup Include companies, Project

Startup Include

Include has developed a series of recommendations, case studies and metrics:

Project Include

• Recommendations: an extensive guide to HR
practices that can be deployed in the tech inIncluding everyone is easier in the long-term and intrinsically

Startup Include is a non-profit initiative that
aims to accelerate diversity and inclusion
solutions in the tech industry.
San Francisco, CA

more equitable — especially for those in more than one underrep-

dustry to promote more inclusive culture, life-

resented group, who suffer even greater consequences.

cycle, hiring, training, and conflict resolution

Project Include uses data and advocacy to pro-

• Case studies: short fact sheets that focus on

mote transparency and accountability around

identity-based discrimination for a variety

diversity and inclusion. Startup Include is its

of identities (non-binary, transgender, age,

program launched in 2015, to “define and en-

veteran status, disability, caregiver, religious,

courage best practices in metrics, data collec-

and LGBTQA)

OVERVIEW

cultures. Working with organizations at an early

Nationwide in the U.S., the tech industry has

stage enables Project Include to encourage tech

developed a reputation for having a white, male

executives to have a positive impact and effec-

THE CHALLENGE

period of two years3:

dominated culture. Discrimination against and

tive change and to bake D&I work into compa-

The 2015 Future list survey found that 92 per-

– 10% of employees should be Black/African

underrepresentation of women and people of

ny processes from the start, treating it as they

cent of the senior investment teams were male

color, and especially women of color, is a known

would any other business imperative.

and 78 percent were white; it also counted a

– 10% of employees should be Latinx/Hispanic

total of only four black VCs and seven Latinx

– 5% of an inclusive company’s workforce

and documented issue affecting the industry.
The lack of diversity is especially magnified in
Silicon Valley. Project Include works with CEOs
and management of small to mid-stage startups and VCs to incorporate diversity and inclusion solutions into tech startup companies’
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Blacks and Latinx employees in
the top 75 tech firms constitute
between 3 and 6 percent of workers
and women of color compromise 1
percent or less.1

tion, and reporting across tech companies.”2
• Metrics: four targets, to be introduced over a

VCs out of 552 senior VC investors.

American/African

will likely be nonbinary
– The remaining employees should be an
even balance of men and women with a
hard target of 45% identifying as women
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Case Studies – Startup Include | Project Include

Startup Include began with an inaugural pro-

Many companies recruit employees of color

gram in 2015 consisting of a cohort of startups

or from other underrepresented groups at ju-

working together over a year to collect baseline

nior and lower management positions, but

and follow-up data, review cohort data reports,

then limit career progression. Research on

and form a peer network for CEOs to discuss

the “bamboo ceiling” shows that Asian em-

challenges and recommendations for improv-

ployees are least likely of any group to make

ing diversity and inclusion at their startups. The

it to senior roles

companies include Asana, Clef, Coinbase, Dialpad, Dreambox, Figma, Genius Plaza, Lendup,

• Apply the 5% nonbinary guideline to racial/

Managed by Q, Patreon, Periscope Data, Puppet,

ethnic groups, with at least 45% of employ-

Splice, Truss, Twilio and Upserve.

ees in all groups identifying as binary women. Intersectionality matters

IMPACT & FUTURE PLANS
Implementation matters, and Project Include

Project Include is forging new paths, and will

has three specific implementation rules for 10–

continue to work with startups and their CEOs

10–5–45 targets:

to implement 10-10-5-45 targets. The team
will evolve these metrics as they learn

• Reinforce targets across the whole recruiting and retention processes. If the process is
flawed from the start, even the Rooney Rule
can’t make qualified hires magically appear
at the end

• Apply targets cross-functionally and up the
full length of the corporate ladder. Establish
clear promotion paths that offer all talented employees a fair shot at senior positions.

___________
1
2
3
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https://www.usatoday.com/story/tech/news/2016/05/18/eeoc-more-diversity-needed-tech-hiring/84532454/
https://medium.com/projectinclude/startup-include-report-on-our-first-cohort-55412485b2b0
For further information on metrics, see https://medium.com/projectinclude/https-medium-com-projectinclude-targets-as-roadmap-to-diversity-and-inclusion-347e8e0b791b
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About the TAPP Project

About the Technology
and Public Purpose Project
The arc of innovative progress has reached an inflection point.

T

echnological change

has

brought

migration a century ago, we aim to create a set

immeasurable benefits to billions

of conditions that leaven today’s technological

through improved health, productiv-

change across three domains: digital, biotech,

ity, and convenience. Yet as recent events have

and the future of work. TAPP leverages a net-

shown, unless we actively manage their risks

work of experts from Harvard University, MIT,

to society, new technologies may also bring

and the Greater Boston Area, along with lead-

unforeseen destructive consequences. Making

ers in technology, government, business, and

technological change positive for all is the crit-

civil society to work on the following priorities:

ical challenge of our time. We ourselves - not
only the logic of discovery and market forces -

Training & Mentorship – Training today’s

must manage it. To create a future where tech-

practitioners and tomorrow’s leaders in the

nology serves humanity as a whole, we need a

responsible development and management of

new approach.

new technologies.

To this end, Harvard Kennedy School’s Belfer

Convening Stakeholders – Convening leaders

Center for Science and International Affairs

in tech, policy, academia, and civil society to

has launched a new endeavor, the Technolo-

develop solutions to the societal dilemmas of

gy and Public Purpose (TAPP) Project. Led by

emerging technologies.

Belfer Center Director, MIT Innovation Fellow,
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and former Secretary of Defense Ash Carter,

Publishing Leading Edge Research – Conduct-

the TAPP Project works to ensure that emerg-

ing world-class research on high-risk tech-

ing technologies are developed and managed in

nologies and frameworks for effective devel-

ways that serve the overall public good.  

opment and governance

Much as the reforms of the Progressive move-

For more information, visit:

ment softened the edges of the farm-to-factory

www.belfercenter.org/TAPP
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